
Find a quiet place in your home to practice your meditation. 

Sit comfortably in a chair or on a cushion. with your head,

neck, and spine in a straight line, with your back supported.  

Set a timer for how long you plan to meditate. If you are new

to meditation, 5 minutes is plenty of time. 

Close your eyes or lower your gaze to minimize distractions.

Gather your attention on an object such as your breath or a

mantra. 

Gentle refocus your attention each time your mind wanders

away from your chosen object.

Note the types of thoughts and sensations that arise with a

simple word such as tired, annoyed, cold, itch, noise, memory,

worry, ache, tightness, planning, restless, wanting, bored, etc.

Label each thought that arises without overthinking it.



open your eyes. 

If you are new to meditation make a commitment to yourself that every

day you will come to this cushion or chair and get in the meditation

posture. 

It can be helpful to pick a certain time of day that you will meditate (for

example: first thing in the morning), so that you do not forget to fit it in. 

If you live with other people, you could put up a “Do Not Disturb” sign. 

per day than an hour once a week. 

If you start to feel sleepy, you may meditate standing up or simply

Put your phone on silent and leave any other distractions out of sight.

Remember that frequency of meditation is more important than the

duration. The Dalai Lama said it is better to meditate 5 minutes once

Continue bringing your attention back to your object of

meditation whenever you notice it has drifted away.  

Observe thoughts that arise without engaging them or clinging

to them. See if you can notice a thought or sensation as soon as it

starts to bubble up. Note the thought or sensation, and let it go. 

Close your practice by setting an intention for your day or

naming something you are grateful for.
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